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Tax-Free Savings Account – Transfer 
as payment of debts of estate

Question
Is the transfer of a TFSA to a deceased’s spouse as a total or partial 

payment of certain debts of the estate made as a consequence of 

the death and is that payment in compliance with paragraph (b) of 

the definition of “exempt contribution” in subsection 207.01(1) (the 

“Definition”) of the Income Tax Act (ITA)?

CRA’s comments
By virtue of paragraph (d) of the definition of “exempt contribution” in 

To satisfy paragraph (b) of the Definition, a payment directly or indirectly 

out of or under an arrangement that ceased, because of the individual’s 

death, to be a TFSA must be made to the survivor during the rollover 

period that begins when the individual dies. Such payment is referred to 

as the “survivor payment” in the Definition.

For a payment made to a survivor during the rollover period to be a 

“survivor payment”, the following conditions must be met:

1.  It is directly or indirectly derived out of or under an arrangement 
   that ceased to be a TFSA because of the death of its last holder; and

2. It is made as a consequence of the death of the individual.

With respect to the issue of whether the payment is made as a 

consequence of the individual’s death, CRA is of the view that the 

transfer or distribution of property in order to discharge a debt of the 

estate to the surviving spouse resulting from the partition of the family 

patrimony, the dissolution of a matrimonial regime, a gift made by a 

marriage contract, a post-mortem obligation to provide support or a 

spousal compensatory allowance would be deemed to be made as a 

result of the death under paragraph 248(23.1)(a) ITA.
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Tax-Free Savings Account 

Conclusion
CRA is of the view that the transfer or distribution of property held in the TFSA by the executors to the surviving 

spouse as a total or partial payment of the rights referred to in paragraph 248(23.1)(a) ITA could constitute a 

survivor payment that is indirectly derived from an arrangement that ceased to be a TFSA because of the death 

of its last holder and is made as a consequence of the death of the individual as required under paragraph (b) of 

the Definition.
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